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Pseudo-Brewster and second-Brewster angles of an absorbing
substrate coated by a transparent thin film
R. M. A. Azzam and T. F. Thonn

The pseudo-Brewster angle of minimum reflectance for the p polarization, the corresponding angle for the
s polarization, and the second-Brewster angle of minimum ratio of the p and s reflectances are all determined as functions of the thickness of a transparent film coating an absorbing substrate by numerical solution of the exact equations that govern such angles of the form Re(Z'/Z) = 0, where Z = R, R,, or p represent the complex amplitude-reflection coefficients for the p and s polarizations and their ratio (p = RpIR)
respectively, and Z' is the angle-of-incidence derivative of Z. Results that show these angles and their associated reflectance and reflectance-ratio minima are presented for the SiO 2-Si film-sibstrate system at
wavelength X = 0.6328,um and film thickness of up to four periods ( .2,um). Applications of these results
are proposed in film-thickness measurement and control.

1. Introduction

When parallel (p)-polarized monochromatic light (or
any other electromagnetic radiation) is obliquely reflected at the planar interface between isotropic
transparent and absorbing media, the reflected intensity reaches a minimum at the so-called pseudo-Brewster angle pkpB.For perpendicularly (s)-polarized light,
the interface reflectance increases monotonically with
angle of incidence 0 between normal ( = 0) and grazing
(0 = 900) incidence. Modification of this basic behavior

of the p and s amplitude reflectances (IRp I and IR I)

vs X,caused by the presence of a transparent thin film
(an intermediate third phase) between the two media,
was briefly discussed recently' with particular reference
to the air-SiO 2 -Si (ambient-film-substrate) system at
the wavelength X= 632.8 nm. A most striking change
noted was the disappearance of the oblique-incidence
minimum of IRp I and the appearance of one for IR I
(i.e., a switch of the monotonic and nonmonotonic behavior of reflectance vs 0 for the p and s polarizations)
for certain thickness ranges within the first filmthickness period ( X/2).
When the thickness d of the transparent layer increases and becomes comparable to or greater than ,

both IRpI and IRS} are known to exhibit oscillatory

behavior with k with several extrema (minima and
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maxima) whose number generally increases with d. For
example, Fig. 1 shows Rp vs 0 for d = 3Dgo, where Dgo
= 297.4 nm is the film-thickness period at 0 = 90°. Do
at any 0 is given by
D =

12X(N - No sin2011 2

(1)

where No and N1 are the refractive indices of the ambient and film, respectively. The oscillatory variation
of reflectance with 0 (such as that of Fig. 1) is the basis
of the variable-angle monochromatic fringe observation
(VAMFO) technique for film-thickness measurement. 2
In this paper, the pseudo-Brewster angle of absolute
minimum IRp ,0PB, the corresponding angle for

R

,0B,

and the so-called second-Brewster angle

2B

of absolute minimum reflectance ratio IpI = IRp/RI
are all determined as functions of the film thickness d.
(Results are also presented for other critical points.)
For definiteness, we choose the air (No = )-SiO 2 (N1
= 1.46)-Si (N 2 = 3.85 - j0.02) system at X= 632.8 nm.
Results for other film-substrate systems were also obtained but not included here.
11. Finding the Critical Points of a Reflectance vs /
Curve
For a given d, the angular position of a minimum
or maximum of a function Z I () is determined by an
iterative numerical solution3 of the equation
Re

I a)

=0,

(2)

where the complex function Z stands for Rp, Rs, or p.
Expressions for these functions and their angle-ofincidence derivatives are given elsewhere 4 5 and will not
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Fig. 1. Amplitude reflectance R I for p-polarized light vs angle of incidence
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0 in degrees for the air-SiO 2 -Si system at A = 632.8 nm and

SiO2 film thickness of d = 3D 9 0 = 892.3 nm.

Table 1. Critical Points of the R

vs P Curve of Fig. 1 (d = 892.3 nm)

First min. First max. Second min. Second max. Third min.
0(deg)
jRl

77.424
0.180

59.213
0.390

47.580
0.344

14.032
0.572

0.000
0.565

be repeated here. Once 0 that satisfies Eq. (2) is found,
the minimum or maximum value of IZ I is computed.
Whether a critical point represents a maximum or
minimum is easily determined without the need for a
second differentiation as follows. When iteration is
begun by decreasing 0 from 900, the first-to-be-encountered solution of Eq. (2) for Z = Rp or R, is a minimum, and the nature of all other critical points (in the
order of decreasing 0) is, therefore, fixed. For Z = p,
the first critical point under 90° corresponds to a maximum or minimum depending upon whether Ip > 1 or
<1, respectively, because II = 1 at 0 = 90.
As an example, Table I summarizes the critical points
of the IRp vs 0 curve of Fig. 1 for d = 3D90 = 892.3 nm.
This is the only table of this paper, as all other results
will be presented only graphically.
Ill. Pseudo-Brewster Angle and Associated Minimum
Reflectance for the p Polarization
As has already been noted, for a given d the curve of
IRpI vs may exhibit multiple minima. A unique
pseudo-Brewster angle for the p polarization 0P is
defined as that angle at which IRp I reaches its absolute
(lowest) minimum value denoted by IRp min- OpEB and
IRp min are both aperiodic functions of d, whereas Rp
is periodic with d at a given kwith period given by Eq.
(1).
Throughout this paper, we limit ourselves to four
thickness periods,
0:

d

< 4D9 0

1.2 Am.

(3)

(Results can, of course, be similarly generated for any
4156
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other thickness range of interest.) This range is divided
into (at least) 400 points (i.e., 100 thickness values per
period or c 3-nm thickness steps), and for every d, Eq.
(2) is solved for the particular angle(s) of interest.
Figure 2(a) shows OppB (d), and Fig. 2(b) gives the associated IRp min I (d). Elimination of d between Figs.
2(a) and (b) gives the direct relationship between
IRp minI and Ups shown in Fig. 2(c). Points where the
functions experience notable (or discontinuous) change
are marked by A,B,C.... These functions are rather
elaborate, and their behavior could in no way have been
foretold. Let us follow them at least within the first
film-thickness period (0 ' d • 0.3 ,um), which begins
at A and ends at C". Point A represents the bare Si
substrate, where OPB = 75.44° and IRp minI = 0.0024.
As d increases from 0 to dB - 78 nm, kgB drops (initially
slowly then rapidly) to 0, while IRp minI increases
steeply from _0 to near a maximum (0.381). This
rather sensitive variation of Age and (or) IRp min I with
d (during the initial growth of SiO2 on Si) may be used
for accurate film-thickness measurement, a topic that
will be discussed further in Sec. VI. The maximum
minimum p reflectance occurs exactly whenever OpPB =
95B01 = tan-' 1.46 = 55.59°, where qB01 is the Brewster
angle of the ambient-film (air-SiO2 ) interface and is
equal to the reflectance of the Si substrate at that angle
(0.381). This is true over the entire range of d. Within
the first period, the maximum of IRp minI occurs at a
point marked B' in Fig. 2(a) that is nearly vertically
above B. Between B and C (from dB
78 nm to dc 108 nm) Ag = 0, i.e., IRp minI occurs at normal incidence, and its value decreases as d increases, as seen
from the curve segment BC of Fig. 2(b). For dB <d <
dC, IRp I increases monotonically with 0. [In the higher
thickness intervals IJ and PQ of Fig. 2(a), OPB = 0 also,
but the associated IRP I vs curve is not monotonic.]
At a point Cl within the first film-thickness period we
have IRp minI = 0. d = 289.1 nm and OpB(dc 1 )
pB
(0) = 75.44° are the polarizing (p-suppressing) film
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Fig. 2. (a) Pseudo-Brewster angle
of absolute minimum p reflectance
OpB in degrees vs film thickness d
in microns for the air-SiO2-Si
system at X = 632.8 nm. (b) Associated minimum p reflectance
tR,
inlI VS d in microns. (c) Plot
of IRp min VS PPB in degrees obtained by eliminating d between

Figs. 2(a) and (b).
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Fig. 3. (a) Angular position Ofl
in degrees of the first minimum of
R{Rp found under 90° vs film
thickness d in microns for the
air-SiO 2-Si system at X = 632.8
nm. (b) Associated minimum p
reflectance jRfji'I vs d in microns.
sBO (c) Plot of IRfnj1 vs Ofmin in degrees obtained by eliminating d
between Figs. 3(a) and (b).

thickness and angle of incidence, respectively. Addition of integral multiples of D 75 .4 4 = 289.5 nm to dcl
leads to periodic repetition of this null condition as
represented by points C2, C3 , C4.. . on the thickness axis
in Fig. 2(b).
Experimental determination of OPPB of a film-substrate system may require a complete (0-90°) scan.
An angle that is easier to determine is that of the first
minimum of IRp I found under 900. We denote this
angle by Cmin and its associated minimum reflectance
by IRfminI. Figures 3(a) and (b) show <rmin anfd IRinI
as functions of d, and Fig. 3(c) shows IRiminI vs Ofmin
after elimination of d as a common parameter. If Figs.
3(a) and 2(a) are overlapped, it will be noted that the
first minimum of IRp I under 90° is also the absolute
minimum over the first thickness period and over limited segments of the higher periods.
Before concluding this section, we present for further
illustration the location
.maxand magnitude IRfmaxl
of the first maximum of Rp I found under 90°. These
are given as functions of d in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respec-

tively. In the thickness gap BC (the same thickness
range indicated by the same letters in Figs. 2 and 3) Rp I
monotonically increases with 0 and hence has no maximum. (A plot of IR~maxI vs mxwas found too complicated to be useful.) Higher-order critical points of
the Rp vs 0 curve (and similarly for IRS I and Ip ) were
all determined for every d but are excluded from further
discussion to save space.
IV. Pseudo-Brewster Angle and Associated Minimum
Reflectance for the s Polarization
Whereas the Brewster and pseudo-Brewster angles
are usually defined for p-polarized light reflection from
single interfaces, similar definitions become equally
applicable to the s polarization when one considers a
system with two (or more) interfaces.
The pseudo-Brewster angle for the s polarization pB
is defined as that angle at which IRJI reaches its absolute (lowest) minimum value lRnmink OspB and IRs min1
are plotted individually vs d in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively, and against each other in Fig. 5(c). Os B(d)
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Fig. 5. (a) Pseudo-Brewster angle
of absolute minimum s reflectance
CpB in degrees vs film thickness d
in microns for the air-SiO 2 -Si
system at A = 632.8 nm. (b) Associated minimum s reflectance
JR, mini vs d in microns. (c) Plot
of R8 mi. 1 VS kp'B in degrees obtained by eliminating d between
Figs. 5(a) and (b).
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in degrees of the first minimum of
R, I found under 90° vs film
thickness d in microns for the
air-SiO 2-Si system at X = 632.8
nm. (b) Associated minimum s
reflectance R' mini vs d in microns.
(c) Plot of |R' mini vs (min in degrees obtained by eliminating d
between Figs. 6(a) and (b).
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and IR, min I (d) are aperiodic functions. Within the
first film-thickness period (0 ' d ' 0.3 gim), we have OkpB
= 0 except between points B (dB
108 nm) and D (dD
184 mm). At a point Cl(dcl = 141.8 nm and B =
70.560), R, min I = 0. This represents the condition
when the film-substrate system acts as an s-suppressing
reflection polarizer. Addition of integral multiples of
D70.56 = 283.9 nm to d, repeats this null condition
periodically at higher thickness. This is represented
by the points C,C .. ., all of which correspond to the
same angle 70.560.
The angular position 01l min and magnitude R' minI of
the first minimum of IR I under 900 are plotted in Figs.
6(a) and (b), respectively, vs d and against each other
in Fig. 6(c). Overlapping Figs. 6(a) and 5(a) shows that
the first minimum under 90° is also the absolute minimum of IR I (i.e., OpkB = ', min) over the first filmthickness period and over segments of the remaining
three periods.
V. Second-Brewster Angle and Associated Minimum
Ratio of p and s Reflectances
The second-Brewster angle 2B is defined as that
angle of incidence at which the ratio of p and s reflectances IpI = JRp/RI reaches its absolute minimum

value IPmin I.

02B

and IPmin I are plotted individually

vs d in Figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively, and against each
other in Fig. 7(c). Again the functions 02B(d) and
IPmin (d) are not periodic. A periodic feature, however,
is the null condition IPminI = 0, which occurs at the
equispaced thicknesses that make IRP I = 0.
Let the first extremum of Ip I found under 90° be located at 01 ext and let its magnitude be IP1 ext
If
IP1 extl < 1, the extremum is a minimum, and if IPi extI
> 1, it is a maximum. 01 ext(d) and IPi extl (d) are
plotted in Figs. 8(a) and (b). The spikes in Fig. 8(b)
actually reach infinite height at thicknesses that make
IpI = O. This happens when IR8I = 0, i.e., at the
equispaced s-polarizing film thicknesses given in Sec.
IV. Figure 8(c) gives a magnified view of the first spike
that appears in Fig. 8(b). Intersections of the curve of
Fig. 8(c) with the line IpI = 1 separate the regions where
the first extremum is maximum and minimum. When
IP1 extl was plotted vs ki ext. the resulting graph looked
too complicated to be useful.
VI. Applications
Besides extending the concepts of Brewster,
pseudo-Brewster, and second-Brewster angles for single
interfaces to systems with two interfaces for both the
p and s polarizations, the present study is also useful in
suggesting new techniques for film-thickness measurement and control. (The results given here are for
the technologically important SiO 2-Si system at the
common He-Ne laser wavelength of 632.8 nm.) An
example has already been noted in Sec. III; others will
now be given.
Suppose it is required to grow a SiO2 layer on Si of a
thickness of 100 nm subject to a tolerance of about
E10 nm. This happens to be roughly the thickness
band denoted by BC in Fig. 2(a). A simple test that
4162
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indicates that the layer thickness is within this range is
to verify that the reflectance of the oxidized Si wafer for
p-polarized 632.8-nm light monotonically increases with
0 from normal to grazing incidence. Such a novel test
is expected to continue to be useful at other wavelengths
for other film-thickness bands. Other criteria that can
be used for film-thickness control within certain ranges
are that (1) I IR
has a minimum at oblique incidence
[band BD, Fig. 5(a)] and (2) pI > 1 [e.g., band BD, Fig.
8(c)].
Another important contribution to film-thickness
measurement is the ability to determine uniquely the
thickness without knowledge of the period (order)
number. (This presents a problem, e.g., in ellipsometry. 6 ) Figure 7(c) indicates that measurements of '2B
and Imip
m I uniquely determine d. Difficulty in applying
this technique occurs only when d is at or near one of the
p-suppressing film thicknesses, i.e., near point A in Fig.
7(c). Figures 2(c), 3(c), 5(c), and 6(c) suggest that other
similar methods for unique film-thickness determination can be used with varying degrees of accuracy.
In the course of this work, we have plotted many reflectance vs 0 curves (one of which is Fig. 1). We have
found that for certain film thicknesses, it is possible to
achieve a reflectance that varies very little with up to
a large angle. We present two examples. Figure 9
shows IRp I vs o for d = 0.27D 9o =80.3 nm. [This corresponds to transition point B in Fig. 2(a).] The reflectance deviates by <4.7% from its normal-incidence
value over the range 0 <X <600. Figure 10 shows IRS I
vs for d = 0.61D 90 = 181.4 nm. [This corresponds to
point C next to transition point D in Fig. 5(a).] In this
case, IR is within 2.3% of its value at normal incidence
for 0 < < 700. This may be useful in wide-angle beam
deflection applications.
VII. Summary
Critical points of the p and s reflectances and their
ratio, when plotted vs the angle of incidence at a given
thickness d of a transparent film on an absorbing substrate, are determined by numerical solution of Eq. (2).
The results are plotted vs d over a thickness range of up
to four thickness periods for the air-SiO2-Si system at
X = 632.8 nm. Interesting aperiodic functions are obtained (Figs. 2-8). The procedure can, of course, be
applied to other film-substrate systems, at other
wavelengths, or for other thickness ranges.
The behavior of the critical points as functions of d
can be utilized as the basis of new techniques for filmthickness measurement and control. For example, a
simple test can be applied to verify that the thickness
of SiO2 on Si is within -10 nm of 100-nm nominal
thickness by checking only that the reflectance of the
oxidized Si wafer for the incident p-polarized He-Ne
laser light (of 632.8-nm wavelength) increases monotonically with as the sample is rotated from normal to
grazing incidence. Another important advantage of
using critical-point data [e.g., the second Brewster angle
and its associated absolute minimum reflectance ratio,
Fig. 7(c)] is the ability to determine film thickness
uniquely without prior knowledge of the thickness period or order number.
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Fig. 8. (a) Angular position (l ext
in degrees of the first extremum
(maximum or minimum) of the
reflectance ratio IpI found under
90° vs film thickness in microns for
the air-SiO2-Si system at X =
632.8 nm. (b) Associated I Pi ext
vs d in Aim. (c) Expansion of Fig.
8(b) over the first thickness period
only. d and d, are the p and s
polarizing film thicknesses.
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Finally, we have noted that for certain film thicknesses it is possible to achieve reflectance that varies
very little with angle of incidence up to 60-70°, as shown
by Figs. 9 and 10, for example.
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Books continued from page 4117

they form a continuous structure, as in microchannel plate multipliers.
A short section on photon counting is included because many applications of photomultipliers involve photon counting. Gas-filled
phototubes are similar to vacuum phototubes in having two electrodes
but differ in that they are filled with a gas, usually argon at a pressure
of 0.1 torr. Photoelectrons from the cathode ionize the gas molecules
to generate additional electrons, thus providing gain. These tubes
are not the same as photoionization chambers wherein the photons
ionize the gas.
Semiconductor detectors make use of the internal photoeffect that
creates electric charge carriers. They may be divided into photoconductors, junction photodetectors, and avalanche photodiodes.
All of the types of detector mentioned above are discussed in terms
of the four general detector properties listed in chapter 3. In addition
there are short sections on the applications of the detectors.
The ultimate chapter is entitled Detector Attachments. It includes
filters for spectral matching, attenuators, modulators, diffusers for
improving the spatial uniformity of response, and attachments for
radiance or luminance measurements. There is a short section on
the measurement of cw laser radiation.
The first appendix contains compiled data on detectors, and the
second consists of numerical tables.
The book is an excellent and thorough discussion of radiation detectors for the 2000 A to 3 gm spectral region. It is well written and
contains sufficient information to acquaint the reader with the advantages and disadvantages, as well as modes of operation, of many
different radiation detectors. Of special interest to all users of detectors is chapter 3 on the general properties of detectors. This reviewer's experience has been limited to photomultipliers and vacuum
phototubes, used in the vacuum ultraviolet, and it was interesting to
learn about the idiosyncracies of thermal and semiconductor detectors.
Those interested in pursuing the subject to even shorter wavelengths than 2000 A will find a companion article in Heroux's, "Absolute Photon Counting in the Ultraviolet," in the book SPECTROMETRIC TECHNIQUES, Vol. 2 (Ed. G. Vanasse), Academic Press,
1981.
W. R. HUNTER

The Solar Spectrum 3609 A-2095 A from the Echelle Spectrograph Flown in 1961 and 1964. By CHARLOTTE E. MOORE,
RICHARD TOUSEY, and CHARLES M. BROWN. Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C., 1982. 176 pp. $16.00.
This table-NRL Report 8653-is an extension of Rowland's
Preliminary Table of Solar Spectrum Wavelengths. It is the final
listing of lines derived from NRL high-resolution echelle photographs
from Aerobee rockets flown in 1961 and 1964 to get above the ozone
layer. Solar wavelengths are given to 0.01 A and estimated solar intensities are listed on a visual scale of 1 to 9. There are 6150 lines
reported of which 80% are identified.
Copies may be requested from the Naval Research Laboratory,
Code 4173B, Washington, D.C. 20375.
FRANKLIN S. HARRIS, JR.

The Photic Field. By P. MOON and D. SPENCER. MIT Press,
Cambridge, 1981. 257 pp. $25.00.
The authors have a long and rich history of publications in the field
of illuminating engineering, with many of those publications considered seminal. This volume is not, unfortunately, in that tradition.
It is apparent that an attempt has been made to unify photometrics,
as applied to illuminating engineering, using field theory. The attempt is freighted with two difficulties: terms and notation. The
authors choose to use names and notation for standard photometric
concepts that are part of a naming system they developed after the
Second World War. The international lighting engineering community long ago established an agreed-on photometric vocabulary,
which does not include any the authors' suggested terms. There is
little excuse then, to read about Helios, H, in this book when the
common well-known quantity luminance, L, is being discussed.
A more serious issue is that of whether field theory is unifying, or even
useful, for photometrics and illuminating engineering. Reasonable
criteria to use are practical utility, generality, and the ease with which
new insights can be gained. Although the authors state that their
intention is to bring formal elegance and completeness to photometry
and its application to illuminating engineering using field theory, it
is this reviewer's opinion that this is not accomplished in the present
volume.
There are many well-known results presented in the authors' curious
terminology, cast into the field theory formalism:
(1) The calculation of numerical values for radiant exchange form
factors or configuration factors is made simpler by invoking Gauss's
Theorem of Stokes Theorem, but one need not invoke field theory.
In the present case, it obscures physical interpretation and insight
into radiative transfer problems.
(2) Reflectance is presented as a two-component quantity, with
specular and diffuse components. Nicodemus and others have shown
that this is an unnecessary artificial complexity. The bi-directional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) describes the directional
reflectance of real surfaces in a manner suitable for all illuminating
engineering and photometric purposes.
(3) A large portion of the book deals with what would commonly be
called the calculation of the direct component of illuminance at a
point. Again, the formalisms of field theory obscure what is happening in otherwise simple physical systems.
An entire chapter of this book is devoted to showing that vector potentials are not useful in such lighting calculations.
Ultimately, the interesting and difficult practical questions are ignored: How does one calculate the illuminance produced by real
sources of light, ones which are not (by design) Lambertian emitters?
How are interreflections accounted for in enclosures other than
spheres and cylinders? There is not a single instance in the book
where a practical problem is solved, using field theory, that has not
already been solved. No new techniques are derived, no new solution
obtained, and no unity of approach is established, the authors' intentions not withstanding. It is not unfair, this reviewer believes, to
say that mathematics has gotten in the way. In this regard, field
theory is not shown to be useful here.
This volume can be evaluated using other similar writings for comparison. An outstanding example of applied mathematics and luminous radiative transfer is R. W. Presendorfer's RADIATIVE
TRANSFER ON DISCRETE SPACES, (Pergamon Press).
Unlike the obscurity that maps much of the book, the first chapter
is clear, purposeful, and helpful. It contains a description of the
passage from physical optics to geometrical optics that is excellent.
The rest of this volume is a curiosity.

D. L. DILAURA
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